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RETHINKING INNOVATION: ACHIEVING YOUR FUTURE TODAY

INCENTAGE

ACTING AGILE WHILE USING OLD TECHNOLOGY FAILS
▪▪▪

You would probably agree that innovation

Instead of betting on a single opportunity

is usually a good thing. The more, the

and creating a single point of failure for

better. And it is essential to survive in the

your business model, the Incentage IAP

fast changing and competitive business of

enables you to implement multiple

the financial industry.

opportunities within a shorter time frame,

What is limiting innovation?
The reason for insufficient innovation boils
down to budget and skills capacity. While
these two factors are limited, capacity for
innovation can be expanded by

learn early from market feed-back and
diversify your business model for a future
proof evolution.
With the Incentage IAP you can become
explorative and truly business agile.

increasing efficiency and detaching

Leave the complicated implementation

innovation from scarce skills.

processes and dependencies behind and
accelerate your time-to-market
significantly to new levels!
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TREAT INNOVATION LIKE A STRATEGIC IMPERATIVE
▪▪▪

Too often the speed of IT projects is

Imagine a world in which you can create

determined by the availability of

your very own transaction processing,

development capacity, new releases from

workflows and reference data

vendors, complicated design

management without a single line of code

dependencies such as relational data

- without depending on a vendor’s release

models with optimisation requirements and

cycle, for less money, faster and better

last but not least money.

than ever.

IAP links the legacy applications,

powerful overview and investigation

messaging, APIs and DLTs, integrates

capability. Innovation becomes visible in a

functional modules, translates formats,

company cockpit.

ensures monitoring and provides a
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IAP provides a new level of configuration

Our customers are using IAP to digitise

power to engineers that do not need to

and streamline processes. Examples are

develop code. IAP ensures bullet proof

end-to-end billing automation of services

robustness, rock solid solutions and

to B2B customers, replacing e-mail

scalability.

notifications (e.g. blocklist hits etc.) with

IAP facilitates implementation by

portal collaboration inboxes etc.

leveraging the latest state-of-the-art

Become agile at heart! Try IAP with your

technologies. Use the power of

use case, learn along the way and

Elasticsearch without the need to master

replicate. We will help you and enable

its complex APIs. Use the flexibility of vue.js

you to keep ownership of your strategic

without the need to be a developer.

change-the-business

IAP speeds up your project. As an

Your IAP benefits are:

example, a change in your reference
data does not require any change in your
data model. You can simply use the new

1 Eliminates dependency on developer
resources
2 Eliminates dependency on vendor

data.
IAP lets you structure your innovations into
apps which makes it easy to progress in
parallel on a large number of innovation

managed applications
3 Accelerates building new solutions
4 Increases solution quality

streams.
5 Business rules management lets you
IAP brings you new DevOps with Docker,
Kubernetes and hybrid cloud setup.

adapt the system behaviour throughout
the day
6 Built-in scalability lets you grow over time
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CONTACT
info@incentage.com
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ABOUT INCENTAGE
Incentage is a global software product factory dedicated to the financial services industry.
Our professionals combine innovative thinking with unrivalled technology and industry
knowledge to offer our clients software that moves their organisations forward.
Through our collaborative and efficient approach, we help our clients successfully innovate,
increase revenue, manage risk and regulatory change and reduce costs.
We serve our clients across the Americas, Europe, and Africa.
To learn more, visit our web site at www.incentage.com, or follow us on Twitter or LinkedIn.

